Futurecasting
Build up your competitive advantage
based on future opportunities, not on
predictions from the past.
You hear it all the time: the future is uncertain. In a
rapidly changing world, making strategic decisions
would be easier if you could know what comes next.
While we cannot predict the course of innovation, it is
possible to prepare yourself for the likeliest scenarios.
Organizations wanting to remain competitive need
to make sense of the changes taking place around
them, identify new opportunities and act fast to
create the future they want to see.
This is Futurecasting.
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Change your position from
reactive to proactive
Futurecasting is a reliable method to envision
future-fit concepts and establish long-term
strategies. It consists of 3 main steps:

•
•
•

Identify and understand key trends that
could affect your industry and business.
Create multiple “what if” scenarios of
plausible futures you may face.
Decide on the most relevant scenarios and
develop strategies to act on them.

The future has a tendency to turn out
differently than expected. But with a
well-crafted game plan, you will be
aware of the likeliest scenarios, have the
flexibility to quickly adapt and gain the
confidence to proactively make strategic
decisions.

Service
Overview
Process Overview
Trend Research & Analysis

Scenario Building

Backcasting

We begin by defining the purpose and
boundaries of your project. Based on the
outcome, a set of relevant key trends and
factors are identified and analyzed — fuel for
future scenario building.

Future scenarios serve as plausible and
logical narratives that inspire and offer new
perspectives. They reflect world trends and
how certain factors and events may influence
your industry.

Once you have a picture of what the future
may hold, the most likely scenarios become a
base for strategy-making. We assess the
robustness of your current strategy and use
the scenarios to enhance it, defining the
necessary steps to reach your desired future.

1-Day Workshop

1-Day Workshop

1-Day Workshop | 1-2 Week Research

Outcomes
Trend Collection

2-4 Future Scenarios

Scenario Application – Roadmap

We put together a collection of relevant trends
and factors that you can look back to as
changes take place within your industry and
organization. These will help strengthen your
situational awareness.

Rich and visual descriptions of potential
futures will help align and inspire your
organization to not only be prepared for the
future, but take an active role in creating it.

A tangible vision, defined goals and a future
roadmap will give you the confidence to act
and launch the development of new products
and services, and even initiate large-scale
strategic moves.
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Trend Analysis Example

The Future of Funeral Insurance, created for
HUMANISM

- near future (1-5 y.)
- medium term future (5-10 y.)
- long term future (10-50 y.)

MODERNIZATION

ROMANTICISM

Traditional cultures traits are slowly
disappearing. Diversity will come
from Modern subcultures.

META TRENDS
MAJOR TRENDS

Humanism is a progressive philosophy of life that
without theism and other supernatural beliefs, affirms
people’s ability and responsibility to lead ethical lives of
personal fulfillment that aspire to the greater good of
humanity.
Remember to Play & Monnik, 2017

As a society we are getting more Romantic. This may
lead to more personal, cultural and political strategies that enforce the notion of home.: localization,
authenticity, community, environmentally friendly.

End of Tragic

Full digital

Eco-movement

Urbanization

Individuality

Re-enchantment

Individual and societal
capacity to deal with tragic
events diminishes. It results in
an environment where death
is seen as a distant transaction
that needs to be handled by
the experts.

Technology becomes native
as communication, work,
relationships and
entertainment migrates
towards digital.

Eco-movement builds up in a
repsonse to detachment from
nature in urbanized society.

Urbanization speeds up
economic and social transformations, which brings greater
geographic mobility, lower
fertility, longer life expectancy
and population ageing.

Importance of individuality,
independence and self-reliance
overtakes needs of social
groups. Quest for individual
authenticity brakes up traditional communities.

Our scientific understanding of
reality becomes less defined.
People choose experience over
knowledge.

Carbon capture law
All industries are required to
have neutral carbon emition,
new technologies and
approaches are found in funeral
industry as well. Capturing
carbon from decomposing
bodies and organizing ecological funeral becomes a must.

Urban lifestyle
The diversity of cultures,
worldviews and practices found
in urban areas combine in a
form of cultural mixing.

Quest for authenticity
Society values authenticity more
than comformism. Expressing
one’s creativity and uniqueness
becomes a core drive.

How will urbanism influence
regional death rituals and funeral
practices?

How can funerals fulfill a need for
authenticity and creativity?

Mindfulness
Self help, esoteric studies, and
practical spirituality practises
are greatly practiced to fulfill a
need for “something greater”.
Need for emotional funeral
becomes greater than for
physical funeral.

Forever young
People remain active and lively
thorughout their lifetime as the
body ages.

How can Dela fulfill client’s needs
for mindful funeral ceremony?
Can Dela become a mentor for
mindful grieving?

Quantified self
Collecting data using wearable
sensors in order to define oneself
in numbers. Demistifying human
condition using rational quantifiable data.

Interconectidness
The convergence of digital and
physical worlds is bringing a
profound transformation to
society and all industries, funeral
and insurance included.

Human personality can be
described through data. What
happens with person’s data when
he/she is dead?

How does the notion of traditional
funeral service change in the world
where everything is connected
digitally?

Automation and
robotization
How will funeral service and
funeral business be affected by
the intorduction of robots and
automatization?

How will funerals change when
carbon capture law is enforced?

How does perception of death
changes in a culture that promotes
forever-young people?

TRENDS

CRSPR
A game-changing genetic engineering technique that might cure many
deceases and prolog human life
span.
How will Dela respond to lowering
mortality rate as medical progress
push the human end date further?

AI avatar
Collecting person’s thoughts,
stories and memories to curate
them and create an intelligent
avatar that allows other people in
the future to access deceased
person’s memories.

SCENARIOS

How can AI be incorporated into
funeral experience?

Live streaming
More and more funeral
homes and crematoriums offer livestreaming
services as a popular
choice.
How can funeral service
become accesible for
people across countries
and continents?

Blockchain and cryptocurrency
How these technologies
will affect Dela’s payment
and documentation
processes?

Recomposition
Transforming bodies into
soil in order to grow new
life after death.
What would be Dela’s
response to customers’
demand for different kind of
(sustainable) funerals?

Re-use of graves
More than one individual will be
placed in one grave by stacking
coffins upon one another to save
valuable city space.
How will funerals be affected by
urbanization limitations?

Living beside death
People in urban areas come into contact
with tragedy and death more often as cities
expand and burials take place within a city.
How does death fit in the city as land scarcity
increases?

Assisted suicide
Suicide becomes a norm
as the society starts to
value fulfiling life more
than a long life.

End of materialism
Scientific materialism considers
reality an objective fact. This
premise is being actively
questioned in quantum mechanics and consciousness research.
Science is beginning to realize
that the universe a subjective
place. This realization will have
profound consequences for
society.

What would it mean for a
person to plan out his/her
funeral with Dela?
Emphatic funeral
People looks for a funeral
company which views their
loss with empathy and
compassion, not just as a
commercial opportunity.

Digital afterlife
Preserving human body
in a virtual environment
with 3D scanning,
re-construction and
re-animation.

How will perception of death
change once this realisation
becomes wildly accepted?

How can Dela be seen as a
empahtic company that deals
with funerals?

How does digital funeral
look in a digital world?

AI Avatar

Your 360 scanned AI avatar will accompany you and learn from all your digital
actions when you are alive in order to
proceed looking after your affairs and
communicating with your loved ones after
your death.
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Faraday Funeral

Funerals where conscious decisions are
made regarding digital / social media.
From total block-out to scripted digital
doubles.

Dust to Dust

Post Mortem Carbon Capture Law
requires the carbon of all human
remains to be restored to the soil.

Fragmented society

Urban fragmentation will lead to cultural
co-existence held together by western
secularism. Funerals will become more individual
and normative.

Co-creation partners
Business & domain knowledge
You possess knowledge of your own business that
no other expert can bring to the table, making you
an essential participant in the co-creative process.
By taking an active role, you will own the outcome,
develop the right tools, and build the right mindset to
implement and carry out learnings.
Process & facilitation
Remember to Play (RtP) is a Strategic Design
consultancy that helps organizations discover new
market opportunities and develop product-service
systems that solve real customer problems. RtP does
not follow the usual consultancy model—they choose
to co-create with their clients to deliver long lasting
change within organizations.
Futurists (www.monnik.org)
Monnik is a studio for futures and fiction that
envisions future scenarios and builds fictional
worlds. Their expertise is systems thinking,
storytelling and world building. They help
organizations to strategize with insight to expand and
deepen their understanding of the modern world.
External experts
Depending on the specific situation and requirements,
we will invite external experts who will not only enrich
the scenarios, but make sure they are rooted in reality.

Remember to

get in touch!
+31 6 4800 8044
hello@remembertoplay.co
Amsterdam
remembertoplay.co

